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1. INTRODUCTION
Investing in a Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR)
platform is a wise and highly strategic decision. After all, choosing the
platform to build your security operation center (SOC) on is arguably more
important than choosing any point security product. The SOAR platform you
choose will become a central part of your security infrastructure, effectively
acting as the operating system for your security investments.
This guide aims to outline the important criteria you should consider
when evaluating SOAR platforms.
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Defining Security Orchestration,
Automation and Response

In addition to pain points, it’s important to map

Although automation has been popular in other

across your security operations team. Identifying

software segments for years, including salesforce
automation, marketing automation, HR automation
and IT automation, security teams are just
beginning to realize the benefits of automation and
orchestration. This revelation, in turn, is driving buyer
interest in SOAR platforms. As a result, many security
vendors are pivoting toward the SOAR category to
capture mindshare; using their existing offerings
that originated from adjacent market segments.
The unfortunate effect is that as hype around the
SOAR segment builds, an ever-increasing number
of vendors with differing perspectives blur market
definitions and make offering comparisons difficult.
To add clarity, we propose the following definitions:
Security Orchestration
Security Orchestration is the machine-based
coordination of a series of interdependent security
actions across a complex infrastructure.
Security Automation
Security Automation is the machine-based execution
of security actions.
Security Response
Security response is the policy-based coordination of
human and machine-based activities for event, case
and incident workflows.
We will use these definitions throughout this guide
to further examine what capabilities, attributes, and
considerations work together to form a best-in-class
SOAR platform.

out all potential use cases before beginning your
evaluation. This effort should involve key stakeholders
comprehensive use cases, even if they are not
immediately implemented, is important to help ensure
that the platform you choose today will also support
your needs in the future.
Below is a selection of security use cases spanning
investigation, enrichment, containment and
remediation categories:
Alert Triage
The objective with alert triage is to validate and
prioritize incoming alerts. Use cases that focus on
triaging inbound alerts involve enriching events with
additional context. They may also include logic to
eliminate high-confidence false positive alerts from
further processing.
Incident Response
Incident response use cases can vary greatly
depending on the type of incident. For example,
responding to a phishing attempt incident is quite
different from responding to a successful
ransomware attack.
Indicator of Compromise (IOC) Hunting
By automating IOC hunting, teams can fully leverage
the threat intelligence they receive instead of limiting
the IOCs they hunt for due to resource constraints.
They might also implement intelligence scoring to
assist with deciding which threat intelligence sources
to use.
Vulnerability Management
Automating the cycle of identifying, classifying,
remediating, and mitigating vulnerabilities yields not

Identifying Security Use Cases
Teams commonly identify security use cases to
implement with SOAR platforms. The use cases are
modeled after existing manual workflows and usually
represent their greatest operational pain points. The
workflows commonly contain many manual tasks and
require working across multiple products to complete.

only greater team efficiency, but also more consistent
results by ensuring that the process is performed the
same way every time.
Network Access Control (NAC)
SOAR platforms can augment dynamic access control
strategies. One example is integrating a detection
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system that previously was not part of the NAC
decision making logic.
User Management
Ensuring that users are enabled and disabled
accurately, rapidly and systematically can eliminate
the chance that a user account is used maliciously by
a threat actor.
Penetration Testing
Activities like asset discovery, classification and target
prioritization can be automated, thus increasing the
productivity of the pen testing team.
Intelligence Sharing
Organizations that have intelligence sharing
initiatives can greatly benefit from an automationassisted playbook. Automation can also increase
an analyst’s productivity and provide time-sensitive
information back to a community faster than with
manual processes.
Other Use Cases
Other automation use case candidates come from
well-known scenarios where the security operation
teams can codify the criteria that can be used
to automatically make decisions and take
appropriate actions.
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2. EVALUATION CRITERIA
We suggest segmenting SOAR evaluation criteria into at least three
sections: core capabilities, platform attributes and business considerations.
Core capabilities are typically functional in nature and easily identified
in a platform. Platform attributes are more subtle, like architectural
characteristics, that form criteria that will influence platform selection.
Business considerations round out the product offering and include valueadd services offered by a company to augment their core technology, like
training and support.
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Core Capabilities
Core capabilities can be thought of as the basic
parts of an SOAR platform. We will enumerate each
capability, or component, and offer considerations to
assist with evaluation and selection.
Orchestrator
The orchestrator should direct and oversee all
activities relating to a given security scenario from
beginning to end. In all situations, it is critical that the
orchestrator deliver consistently predictable results
and optimal utilization of available resources.
Data Ingestion
Security automation and orchestration begins with
security data ingestion. An orchestrator should be
able to ingest security data from any data source and
in any format. It should be able to receive data that
is pushed to the platform and it must have the ability
to poll data sources and pull data into the platform. If
unstructured data is ingested, the orchestrator should
allow a user to supply a data handler to interpret the
data and make it usable by the SOAR platform. The
orchestrator should also be capable of ingesting data
from multiple sources and have the option to keep
the ingested data logically separated.
Decision Making
Users should be able to select the automation
playbooks that are applied to a data source. For
example, an email phishing playbook might be
applied to an email-based ingestion source while a
malware investigation playbook might be applied
to a SIEM-alert ingestion source. This decisionmaking step is closely related to alert management
capabilities, described later.
Task Execution
It is typically the role of the orchestrator to dispatch
automation tasks from its queue at the appropriate
and optimal time, passing them to the automation
engine for execution.
Human Supervision
An orchestrator should effectively balance machinebased automation with necessary human supervision.
There are three common scenarios where an analyst is
required: when approval by an asset owner is needed

to execute a security action on a target, when review
by an analyst is required to ensure that security is
balanced with business continuity, and when an
analyst needs to augment codified decision-making
logic (for example when an error occurs).
Data Management
An orchestrator should also ensure that the output
data from one action is properly parsed, normalized
and structured so that future actions can make
use of it. The orchestrator should also support
caching relevant data when required to avoid taxing
other resources.
Fault Tolerance
A SOAR platform regularly interacts with many
discrete products and services to execute automation
playbooks. An orchestrator must expect that the
availability to products and services is not always
guaranteed. Access to external services can be
interrupted and broken. In these situations, an
orchestrator should perform predictably, recovering
and resuming operation gracefully as configured.
Automation Engine
The automation engine is the workhorse of most
SOAR platforms, receiving actions, or tasks, from
the orchestrator and reliably executing them.
Because automation tasks run independently and
largely without human interaction, attributes such as
platform scalability and extensibility are important
criteria to consider.
Scalability
It is important to understand how the automation
engine will scale both vertically and horizontally. It
is expected that a user will be automating more use
cases over time. With each additional use case, there
will be additional processing load on the automation
engine. The automation engine should be designed
in a way that allows for vertical scaling (for example
increasing CPU and RAM resources) and horizontal
scaling (for example increasing server instances) to
increase performance and protect the automation
return on investment (ROI).
Extensibility
Security evolves quickly, thus new functions should
The SOAR Buyer's Guide
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be supported by the automation engine without

an alert, the results should not only be viewable and

major re-engineering. The automation engine should

make sense to an analyst, but also make sense to

support the ability to adapt to the unique capabilities

the SOAR platform that might use action results to

of its environment.

make an automated decision. Action results should
be available in a summary format (for example a table

Alert Management

view) as well as in a more comprehensive format (for

Just after data ingestion, discussed earlier, an alert

example JSON).

management capability in a SOAR platform should
queue and prioritize inbound alerts to help analysts

Activity Log

perform triage more efficiently. Alert investigations

The platform should provide a comprehensive activity

might be performed using manual or automated

log that displays a record of all actions that have

execution of actions to yield the highest levels of

executed against an alert, whether they were initiated

triage productivity and accuracy. The interface of

manually or via an automation playbook. Each action

an alert management capability should be built in a

should display its results, including an indicator of

way that enables all aspects of a security alert to be

action success or failure, making it clear whether the

rapidly consumed and efficiently acted upon. The

action fully executed.

interface should also arrange information in a way
that surfaces the right information at the right time,

Alert Status, Severity and Sensitivity

which avoids causing an analyst to perform extensive

Every alert managed by the platform should include

searching or switching between contexts.

a status indicator (for example new, open or closed),

Alert Details
The technical attributes of a security alert should be
organized in a way that allows an analyst to quickly
digest them to understand the security scenario. This
includes an organized view of data like: IP addresses,
domain names, file hashes, user names, email
addresses and all other relevant data fields.
Use of a standard format such as Common Event
Format (CEF) or an equivalent is highly beneficial for
data exchange.
Issuing Actions
When investigating an alert, a security analyst should
be able to issue manual actions to the platform that
make use of alert data. This includes investigative,
containment, corrective or generic actions. The
interface should allow a user to execute an action
by selecting the data to operate on. This behavior is
sometimes called contextual action execution and
enables pivoting analysis around newly discovered
information.
Like manual action execution, an analyst should also
be able to issue a collection of actions against an
alert. This collection of actions is commonly referred
to as a playbook.

a severity indicator and a sensitivity indicator (for
example Traffic Light Protocol or TLP designations).
Each indicator should be modifiable within the alert
management interface, as well as from within a
playbook.
Alert Collaboration
The interface should provide an area where analysts
can collaborate, comment and provide miscellaneous
information about an alert. It’s ideal for the record of
this collaboration to be captured and organized along
with all other alert data.
Case Management
Once alerts or events are confirmed and escalated, a
case management component should drive a broader,
cross-functional lifecycle from creation to resolution.
This component should accommodate additional
attributes of a case that differentiate it from an alert.
Multiple alerts may have been confirmed, aggregated
and escalated as a single case. Alert management is
usually technical, while case management commonly
incorporates technical and non-technical steps into
the process. Finally, cases tend to be lower in volume
versus alerts: Many organizations receive hundreds
or thousands of alerts per day, while cases tend to
number in single digits per day.

Action Results
When manual or automated actions are taken against

The SOAR Buyer's Guide
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Case Data Organization

Activity Auditing

All data relating to a case should be aggregated

Information additions or modifications as well as

by the case management component. Displaying

state changes are important details to a case. Any

the information in a single location enables users to

changes to a case should be logged in an audit trail

efficiently consume it and avoids context switching.

and be exportable.

Adding Data to a Case

Changes to a case might include:

The case management interface should support
attaching relevant technical data such as the alert’s

• Adding data

source data and action results to the case. The

• Modifying data

interface should also support attaching relevant

• Modifying a stage or task

non-technical data such as notes, memos, emails,
screenshots, recordings or any other arbitrary file
with relevance to the case. Automated attachment

• Adding files or notes
• Modifying files or notes

of information to a case should also be possible from

• Completing a task

within a playbook.

• Any other activity or modification to the case

Linking Cases to Alerts
During a case investigation, it is common to
identify a piece of data that requires additional
investigation or a scenario that requires issuing
an immediate containment action. Therefore, if an
analyst determines an action should be taken, the
case management interface should seamlessly link
the analyst to the alert management interface for
the respective alert. From the alert management
interface, additional actions can be executed and
changes to relevant data should be reflected in the
case management interface.
Mapping to Existing Processes
Many organizations have developed standard
operating procedures (SOPs) for incident response,
emergency, disaster and other critical situations.
The case management functionality should provide
a user with the ability to define stages according to
their process and save them as a template. A user
should have to ability to break the SOP into multiple
stages where each stage has one or more tasks,
and each task can be assigned an owner. Additional
contextual information associated with a task can be
incorporated with the task description. Much like task
management applications, tasks should be marked as
closed when completed by the assignee. The interface

Playbook Management
Playbook Management assists with the maintenance
of SOPs. Ideally, this component should provide
revision control and the ability to manage syndication
of SOPs, in the form of playbooks, within an
organization and potentially across a community.
Playbook Organization
Playbook management should allow for proper
organization and grouping of playbooks. Users should
be able to define their own grouping based on what
works best for their organization. For example, you
may choose to organize and group playbooks based
on themes, sensitivity, organizational segment or
asset types.
Bulk Edits to Playbooks
The inner workings of each playbook are likely to be
unique. There are commonalities of many playbooks,
however, at the administrative level.
A playbook management system should allow for the
bulk editing of playbooks such as:
• Ingestion sources
• Enabling/disabling automatic execution enabling/
disabling safe mode operation

should provide an indicator of progress for the case

• Enabling/disabling enhanced logging

as well as the case status.

• Setting playbook category grouping
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Revision Control and Distribution

The interface should also have a location where

Integration with a version control system (VCS), such

testing and debug can take place, allowing the

as Git, is a strong recommendation for successful

transition from edit mode to test mode to be

playbook management at scale. At the deployment

seamless. Finally, a source code view should be

level, leveraging a VCS enables the systematic

accessible in the event a user wants to see the source

distribution of playbooks across multiple systems.

code for the automated playbook.

This is useful for syncing playbooks between a
development system and a production system, or

Block-Based Representation of Code

syncing across multiple production systems spanning

Using blocks to represent meaningful steps in

multiple sites. At the development level, a VCS is

the automation platform allows users to write

important for tracking revision changes and having

comprehensive, complex playbooks without touching

the option to roll back changes if necessary. A

the underlying source code. Blocks should be

secondary benefit is to enable a developer to edit

connected in a one-to-one, one-to-many or many-

playbooks in the editor of their choice and easily

to-one fashion to dictate an order of execution.

synchronize the modified playbooks back into

Visually, a user should be able to build a playbook

the platform.

that includes action executions, platform API calls,
conditional statements (if/then) and branching

Automation Editor

statements that connect one playbook to another.

The automation editor is where an analyst or manager
codifies their processes into automation playbooks.

Inserting Humans Into the Decision Process

The predecessor to a visual automation editor is

Supervised automation support is a common

the basic source code editor. Editing automated

requirement, which is the case where a human can

playbooks exclusively in a source code editor made

be inserted into an automation sequence to approve,

constructing playbooks a tedious and difficult process

review, or augment continued playbook execution.

that was only achievable by a relatively smaller

The automation editor should support this human

group of programmers. A visual automation editor

supervision step by inserting approval point(s) in a

allows all security experts, who may not have the

playbook adjacent to one or many security actions.

expert ability to write playbooks at the source code

A playbook author should have the ability to specify

level, to construct comprehensive and sophisticated

which individual(s) will be inserted in the automation

playbooks. The visual editor should adhere to

loop, along with the type of notification or approval

Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)

desired. The playbook editor and underlying platform

standards, which is a graphical notation for specifying

should be able to define error handling logic that

business processes. BPMN supports intuitive symbols

would bring a human into the automation loop as

for business users, while providing technical users

well, like when one or more reputation services is not

with an ability to represent highly complex processes.

available to support decision making.

User Interface Elements

Information Exchange of Action Results

The user interface elements should start with a canvas

The automation editor interface should allow for

where visual playbooks can be constructed. This

new information resulting from preceding action

part of the interface should provide an area where a

executions to be available as inputs, or parameters,

desired action can be specified (for example block_ip

to downstream actions or decision blocks. The action

or file_reputation). Once an action is selected,

results of preceding actions should be accessible

there will likely be parameters required to properly

visually and selectable from a drop-down list when

configure the action. The interface should provide

populating the parameters of an upstream action.

the ability to either manually enter the parameter or
select the parameter from a list. Alert data and/or

Access to Playbook Source Code

action result data might also be used as parameters.

While constructing the playbook in a visual editor, the
resulting playbook source code should be generated
The SOAR Buyer's Guide
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in real time and be accessible to the author. There are

Open Ecosystem

some users who may prefer to construct all or part of

A SOAR platform can lose its value over time without

the playbook via a traditional source code method.

integrations to new market offerings. To ensure a

The interface should allow the ability to collapse a

predictable roadmap for app integrations, a platform

visual editor and replace it with a source code editor.

should adopt an open ecosystem that allows anyone

Switching between visual and source code modes

to develop integrations. This affords users with

should be seamless and effortless.

autonomy and allows them to avoid vendor lockin. Technologies can transition in and out without

Simultaneous Visual and Non-Visual

negatively impacting automated playbooks. New

Playbook Construction

technologies must be quickly integrated into the

When working with a playbook’s source code, the

platform without requiring any modification to

automation editor should allow the author to modify

the core platform. Lastly, users must have the

the playbook at the source code level and retain the

control to pull in support for additional platforms

ability to modify the playbook at the visual block

without relying on the SOAR vendor for additional

level. There are times where the author requires

development.

individual blocks (for example actions, decision
blocks) to be modified at the source code level for

Metrics & Reporting

customizations beyond the scope of the visual editor.

Metrics and reporting are important to every

When these modifications are done, a user should still

automation platform and SOAR platforms are

have the freedom to modify the playbook visually.

no exception. Automation promises increased

Built-In Testing and Debugging and Runtime Logging
It is standard for integrated development
environments (IDEs) to provide execution and debug
capabilities. In the case of an automation platform, a
user should be able to execute the playbook against
a security alert and observe the execution activity
and results. Logging and error codes should be
displayed in a debug window that can be displayed
simultaneously with the visual block editor or source
code editor, if the author prefers source code. The
objective is to enable the author to quickly edit, test
and debug playbooks within one interface.
Safe Mode
An automation editor should also provide a safe
mode for new playbooks that need pre-production
testing. This mode simulates the execution on
automation targets without effecting change on
them. Once an author or other platform user has
gained sufficient confidence in the playbook’s logic,
this safe mode can be disabled and the playbook can
begin to function in the normal manner.
App Framework
The app framework provides an extensible interface
for new integrations that connect the platform to any
of the thousands of point products available in the

productivity and increased quality. Metrics are critical
to understanding the effectiveness of the automation
platform and identifying where improvements can be
made to increase ROI.
Flexible Dashboards
Metrics are specific to organizations and individuals.
Because of this, users need the ability to organize
their metrics in a way that makes the most sense
for their organization. The SOAR platform should
enable the ability to organize metric information in
a highly customized way. This includes configuring
the order information is presented on the dashboard,
specifying which metrics are displayed and which
time window(s) they are displayed in.
Performance Reporting
Automation is deployed to increase operations
efficiency. It is critical to understand the quantitative
performance gain and resource savings that
automation provides and to have this information
readily available via a dashboard.
Examples of key performance metrics that should be
available on the platform:
• Mean time to resolve (MTTR)

security market today.
The SOAR Buyer's Guide
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• Mean dwell time (MDT), which is defined here as the

• Most active actions (manual and automated)

period of time between a compromise (by a threat

• Most active automated playbooks

actor) and taking an appropriate response

• Playbook execution time

• Analyst hours saved through automated execution

• Action execution time

• Number of full time equivalents (FTEs) gained

• Human Workload

through automated execution
• Average time saved per playbook run
• Money saved (FTE-cost x FTEs-gained)

While automation is intended to close the human
resource gap, there are still cases where humans need
to be involved in the day-to-day activity of a SOAR

Security Effectiveness Reporting

platform. These cases include where manual triage

Automation is also deployed to increase the security

and other actions are required on an alert, or when

effectiveness and posture of the organization.

human approvals are inserted into the playbook to

Understanding the total number of security alerts

achieve “supervised automation.” Understanding

managed, along with the pace at which they are

human workload can also help identify areas where

being managed, are critical to understanding the

further automation and tuning may be needed. The

effectiveness that automation provides.

following example metrics should be provided by
the automation platform to understand the human

Examples of key security effectiveness metrics that

workload involved in the automation process:

the platform should provide:
• Alerts assigned to an individual
• MTTR and MDT (introduced above)

• Alerts closed by an individual

• Total number of open alerts

• Average approval time

• Alerts opened per day (hour, week or month

• Number of outstanding approvals

also appropriate)
• Alerts closed per day (hour, week or month

• Approvals required (per hour, day, week, month, or
other time window)

also appropriate)
• Performance against service level agreements
(SLAs)

Platform Attributes
As mentioned earlier, platform attributes may be

App Integration and Playbook Performance

more qualitative in nature. Considering this, these

Understanding the most frequently invoked

criteria are evaluated more often through observation

playbooks can help shed light on where further

and interaction with the platform.

automation investments can be made. Ideally,
playbook design should strive for the automated
closure of false positive or high-confidence true
positive alerts. In cases where automation is not
closing the alert triage gap, playbook revisions may

Community-Powered
An SOAR platform’s focus on the security operations
community is critical to its long-term success. There
are far too many products, services, and platforms

be necessary.

for one company to provide integrations for. The

To identify gaps in automation, as well as the

community of professionals working together to share

effectiveness of tool integrations, the following

playbooks, best practices and strategies for dealing

example metrics should be provided by the

with the latest threats. Therefore, a SOAR platform

automation platform:

must support a strong community model and make

evolving nature of security also drives the need for a

sharing of app integrations and playbooks easy.
• Alerts closed through automation (per hour, day,
week, month, or other time window)
• Most active app integrations
The SOAR Buyer's Guide
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Large and Active Community

circles of trust. The platform must support the most

Measuring the installed base of a platform is a

sensitive collaboration—communications across the

good indicator of its associated community’s

organization’s security team. This includes a built-

collaboration potential. Most users prefer to draw on

in chat function, as well as attaching notes and

the experiences of other like-minded users. A large

associated data to alerts and cases.

and active user community offers the opportunity to
share playbooks, apps or brainstorm ideas for new

Cognitive

automation use cases. Moreover, vendor participation

A cognitive SOAR platform should leverage

in the community is a strong indicator of their

knowledge from humans and previous observations

commitment to both the community

to guide future decisions. Knowledge from humans

and collaboration.

must be codified into the system to enable
automation in the form of playbooks. The platform

To facilitate the exchange of ideas, connecting users

might also leverage previous observations by tracking

in the community is critical. This is typically achieved

execution statistics, characteristics of ingested data

by providing a community communication tool like

and action results. This information can be used to

Slack, which enables group and direct messaging.

recommend individual actions, playbooks or a set of

Messaging tools are effective for technical and

actions in a sequence that would form a playbook.

design support, quick answers to questions and

Therefore, it is important to understand the current

brainstorming on automation use cases. Additional

cognitive abilities of an SOAR platform, as well as the

communication tools to spread new ideas include

cognitive strategy and roadmap for future versions of

community user Github pages where individuals

the platform.

publish their work, and a centralized community
repository that hosts user presentations, community

Dialable Automation

playbooks, and contributed app integrations.

Incorporating automation into security operations
is typically increased over time. Most often, teams

Collaborative

adopt automation one use case at a time to gain trust

Collaboration significantly improves the substance

in the platform. To aid in building trust of automation,

of a platform through: feature completeness, app

the SOAR platform should support a set of features

integration coverage and automated playbooks that

that allow selective human interaction with the

address an evolving range of scenarios.

automated playbook.

Collaboration Across the Community

Inserting humans into a workflow should be possible

From a content perspective, user and vendor

on a per-asset (point security tool or technology) or

contributed content should be accessible from a

on a per-action basis. The former (per-asset) should

centrally located repository accessible by all users in

enable the asset administrator to be notified each

the community. This includes technical contributions

time an action is executed on that asset. The latter

such as playbooks and app integrations, as well as

(per-action) should be achieved by inserting a human

non-technical contributions such as presentations,

prompt action at any point in an automated playbook.

tech notes, blogs and other documentation

The prompt gives the receiver the option to continue,

methods. The repository of information should be

pause or abort execution. This level of supervision

in a continuous state of growth as reflected by the

allows users to gain confidence with the programmed

community size.

automation steps.

Collaboration Across the Platform

Secure

The collaboration puzzle is incomplete if the platform

One of the most important aspects of a security

doesn’t bring the collaboration together. It is the

automation and orchestration platform is its own

responsibility of the SOAR platform to enable users

security. Since a SOAR platform holds authentication

to leverage collaboration taking place across varying

credentials and other highly-sensitive information,
The SOAR Buyer's Guide
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it’s hardened, encrypts sensitive information, and

No Interface Restrictions

supports a robust role-based access control facility.

Some technologies expose interfaces using REST
APIs, SSH, syslog, custom API, or some other protocol

Key security best practices of an SOAR platform to

or method. An extensible integration framework

look for include:

should not enforce any restrictions on interface
types. If there is connectivity to the point product

• Encrypted security credentials

or application from the automation platform, the

• Ensure credentials are not stored in memory

method of interface should not impact the app

• Support for authentication management systems

integration—allowing any interface method to

• Support multi-factor authentication

be used.

Scalable

Ease-of-Use

It is important to understand how an SOAR platform

Though enterprise software is never simple, it is

will scale, both vertically and horizontally. As an

possible to reduce the friction in deploying and using

organization adds use cases over time, there will be

a SOAR platform.

additional processing load placed on the platform.
The platform should be designed in a way that allows

Installation and Setup

for vertical scaling by increasing hardware resources

Virtual appliance form factor makes deployment

(for example CPU and RAM) and horizontal scaling by

simple, as most organizations already leverage

increasing the number of server instances supporting

virtualization with other infrastructure.

the deployment.
Onboarding
Open and Extensible

A SOAR platform can greatly help overcome an initial

Security is always evolving, evidenced by the

learning curve by using an onboarding process to

multitude of point products available today. A SOAR

help a user configure system settings, connect to a

platform should be designed for openness and

data source and activate their first few playbooks.

extensibility. It should easily support incorporating
new security scenarios, new products, new actions

Accelerate the Time-to-Automate

and new playbooks.

A SOAR platform should enable users to get started
with automation quickly. This is achieved by supplying

Open Integration Framework

a robust set of automated playbooks out of the

The net effect of an open integration framework is

box. Empowering users to quickly draft, test and

that technologies should be able to transition in and

deploy automated playbooks is another significant

out of the platform without negatively impacting

accelerator.

automated operations.
A visual IDE makes it easy for non-programmers
Users should also have the control to develop support

to create and edit playbooks. A SOAR platform can

for additional integrations without relying on the

achieve this by providing a tool to visually create

SOAR platform vendor. This includes empowering

or modify automation playbooks. Visual construction

users to write their own integrations, if they choose

of playbooks reduces development time and

to do so. Good examples of where this might apply

increases quality by avoiding coding errors and

is with home-grown applications, a custom or early

providing a coding standard that drives consistency

access API from a vendor, or if they choose to extend

across playbooks.

the functionality of the automation platform. This
open framework should follow a common standard
and programming model. There should be an
abundance of documentation and examples available.
The SOAR Buyer's Guide
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Business Considerations
No matter how great a company’s core technology
is, there are considerations outside of what is
traditionally thought of as the product that heavily
influence a buyer’s decision-making process. One
major consideration is the attributes of the company
marketing the offer. Another important consideration
is the set of services offered by the company that
augment the core technology to form the whole
product that the buyer ultimately experiences.
Company Attributes
When making a procurement decision it is important
to consider the profile, quality and future potential
of the company you choose. The reality is that many
new companies with new solutions in new market
segments will fail. You should choose a company that
has the bench strength to deliver on the promises
that they make.
Company History
The company you select should have a deep history
in developing security solutions. While security
orchestration, automation and response is a relatively
new segment of the market, its origins can be traced
back for decades. It is important to understand how
the company was formed and how they decided to
pursue the SOAR segment.
Ability to Execute
You should look for a company that is bolstered

Awards and Recognition
Examine the company’s awards and other types of
recognition they may have received. Awards and
recognition are endorsements by trade and industry
that the company and its products live up to their
claims. Like the companies themselves, the quality of
the awards vary as well.
Ancillary Services
The auxiliary services that a company offers for
their technology can greatly influence a buying
organization’s deployment experiences and ultimately
the success of the project.
Professional Services
Security operations maturity levels can vary
greatly from one organization to the next. So, it’s
important to consider whether the company provides
professional services that increase the chances of
a successful deployment. It’s also important for
subject matter experts to be available for services
engagement to help build processes (if lacking) and
help convert manual workflows into automation
playbooks.
Post-Sales Support
Many startups provide excellent technology and presales support, only to stumble when it comes to postsales support. Examine the range of support options
and determine whether the company provides the
type of support you will need.

by a seasoned team of experienced professionals.
Predicting a company’s future ability to execute is
very likely directly linked to the historical track record
of the team members.
Customer Base
The quality and profile of a company’s customer base
is a reflection on the company itself. Sophisticated
enterprise customers perform rigorous diligence on a
potential vendor in several areas prior to making
a purchase.

The SOAR Buyer's Guide
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3. CONCLUSION
This guide includes many criteria to consider when evaluating SOAR
platforms. From core components, to platform attributes, to business
considerations, it’s important to fully develop your evaluation criteria
before starting the evaluation process and selecting a platform.

To learn more about the Phantom security automation and orchestration platform, download the free
Phantom Community Edition or ask sales for more information.

Learn more: www.splunk.com/asksales
© 2018 Splunk Inc. All rights reserved. Splunk, Splunk>, Listen to Your Data, The Engine for Machine Data, Splunk Cloud, Splunk Light
and SPL are trademarks and registered trademarks of Splunk Inc. in the United States and other countries. All other brand names,
product names, or trademarks belong to their respective owners.
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EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Use this convenient checklist as you evaluate various security automation & orchestration platforms.

Platform Name: _____________________________________ _______________________________

CORE CAPABILITIES
 Orchestrator







Data Ingestion
Decision Making
Task Execution
Human Supervision
Data Management
Fault Tolerance

 Automation Engine
 Scalability
 Extensibility
 Alert Management
 Alert Details
 Issuing Actions
 Action Results
 Activity Log
 Alert Status, Severity,
		

and Sensitivity

 Alert Collaboration
 Case Management
 Case Data Organization
 Adding Data to a Case
 Linking Cases to Alerts
 Mapping to Existing 		
		Processes

 Activity Auditing
 Playbook Management
 Playbook Organization
 Bulk Edits to Playbooks
 Revision Control and
			Distribution

 Automation Editor
 User Interface Elements
 Block-Based 			
		

Representation of Code

 Inserting Humans into the
		

 Collaboration Across the
		

Community

 Collaboration Across the
		

Platform

Decision Process

 Information Exchange of
		

 Collaborative

Action Results

 Cognitive
 Dialable Automation

 Access to Playbook
		

Source Code

 Simultaneous Visual and
		

Non-Visual Playbook

		

Construction

 Built-In Testing and
		

Debugging and Runtime

		Logging

 Safe Mode
 App Framework
 Open Ecosystem

 Secure
 Scalable
 Open and Extensible
 Open Integration
		

Framework







No Interface Restrictions

		

automate

Ease-of-Use
Installation and Setup
Onboarding
Accelerate the time-to-

 Metrics & Reporting
 Flexible Dashboards
 Performance Reporting
 Security Effectiveness

BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS

		

 Company History

Reporting

 App Integration and
		

Playbook Performance

 Human Workload

 Company Attributes

 Ability to Execute
 Customer Base
 Awards and Recognition

PLATFORM ATTRIBUTES
 Community-Powered
 Large and Active
		

Community

 Ancillary Services
 Professional Services
 Post-Sales Support

